
INTRODUCTION MSLF MISSION

The Massachusetts Soldiers Legacy Fund (MSLF) invites you to learn more about  
our students who have graduated college or currently attending school. In November, 
the MSLF will be entering its 17th year as a 501c3 to provide education grants to 
the children of Mass residents who died in support of the Global War on Terrorism. 
Currently, there are 53 families with 87 children eligible for these grants. 

As of Fall 2021, 16 young adults will be in enrolled in college. Many of these young 
adults have completed their degrees and have fully entered the work force or entered 
the military. One student, Katie Kennedy has completed her post-baccalaureate 
certificate in geographic information systems. 

To our donors, we thank you for your commitment to these families. Together, we 
continue to honor the legacy of our local fallen heroes and watch their children  
thrive. We hope you enjoy watching our families grow as much as we do!
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The Massachusetts Soldiers Legacy Fund (MSLF) was founded in 2004 with a simple 
goal: to provide educational assistance grants to the children of Massachusetts 
Servicemembers who died in support of military operations under the Global War  
on Terrorism by providing educational assistance grants to their children.

The MSLF has raised over $4.5 Million and will continue to enhance educational 
pursuits of its 53 families and 87 children. If an individual is a child of a Servicemember, 
whose service is credited to Massachusetts and who gave their life he/she qualifies. 
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FROM THE STUDENTS

The Maloney Family
“ McKenna just graduated high school and is heading to Westmont College in 
Santa Barbara this fall, while Nathaniel just graduated from Seattle University 
and is looking to master in Environmental Policy! We couldn’t be more 
grateful for all the support and opportunities MSLF has blessed us with over 
the years! The kids have grown and made so many irreplaceable memories 
and connections that have truly filled our lives with such joy to look back on. 
Thank you for lifting us up to see all the possibilities of what could be and 
encouraging us to take them and make the most of ourselves.”

 —  The Maloney Family, son and daughter of John Maloney, Killed in Action Iraq, 2005

Katie Kennedy
“ I was very excited to learn that The Massachusetts Solder’s Legacy Fund 
would provide support during my post-baccalaureate classes. Everyone at 
MSLF has been amazing to work with and the fund has been such a beneficial 
resource for me. Pursuing my specialized and advanced education has been 
possible because of their help and I am so grateful!” 

—  Katie Kennedy, daughter of Kyran Kennedy, Killed in Action Iraq, 2003

The Montrond Family
“ The Massachusetts Soldiers Legacy Fund has ensured our comfortability 
and stability during a difficult time for our family. We are eternally grateful 
for the continued support we receive from the MSLF.”

 —  The Montrond Family

The Lewis Family
Jack, Max and Grace Lewis celebrating Jack’s high school graduation. 
Jack is a freshman this year at George Mason University.

MSLF recipients have graduated from the following schools: 

MSLF recipients are currently attending the following schools:


